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Dielectric a-relaxation and ionic conductivity in propylene glycol
and its oligomers measured at elevated pressure
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Structural dynamics and volume were measured as a function of both temperature and pressure for
a propylene glycol and its oligomers~PPG!, and the results compared with previous data on higher
molecular weight polypropylene glycols. PPG is of special interest because the terminal groups
form hydrogen bonds; thus, by studying different molecular weights, the manner in which hydrogen
bonding influences the dynamics in the supercooled regime can be systematically investigated. The
fragility (Tg-normalized temperature dependence! of the dimer and trimer of PPG increases with
pressure, similar to results for other H-bonded liquids, but different from van der Waals glass
formers. This behavior is believed to be due to the effect of pressure in decreasing the extent of
hydrogen bonding. From the combined temperature and volume dependences of the relaxation
times, the relative degree to which thermal energy and volume govern the dynamics was quantified.
With decreasing molecular weight, the relative contribution of thermal energy to the dynamics was
found to strongly increase, reflecting the role of hydrogen bonding. By comparing the ionic
conductivity and the dielectric relaxation times, a decoupling between rotational and translational
motions was observed. Interestingly, this decoupling was independent of both pressure and
molecular weight, indicating that hydrogen bonds have a negligible effect on the phenomenon.
© 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1624401#
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INTRODUCTION

Propylene glycol~PG! and polypropylene glycols~PPG!
of various molecular weights have been studied using die
tric spectroscopy by various groups,1–12 including measure-
ments at elevated pressure.13–18 The use of pressure evoke
particular interest, because it allows the separation of
different relaxation modes in PPG.17,18For PPG, the shape o
the a-relaxation function is invariant to pressure,13,18 while
the Tg-normalized temperature dependence~fragility! in-
creases with pressure.16 Similar behavior was observed fo
glycerol19,20 ~a hydrogen bonded liquid!, whereas the fragil-
ity of the intramolecularly H-bonded salol is a decreas
function of pressure.21

Generally, cooling towardsTg causes a decoupling o
relaxation and transport processes in glass-forming liqu
and polymers.22 The ionic conductivity,s, arising from the
diffusion of ionic contaminants, exhibits the same tempe
ture dependence as thea-process at high temperatures, but
Tg is approached from above, translational motions are
hanced relative to reorientations. Decoupling of the visco
andt is also expected nearTg , although Suzukiet al.15 were
able to approximately predict the viscosity and its variat
with pressure from measurements oft and the bulk modulus
suggesting only weak decoupling in PPG.

Another interesting feature of PPG is its capacity
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hydrogen bonding, arising from the terminal hydrox
groups. For H-bonding glass formers, the contribution
thermal energy to the temperature dependence of the re
ation is strongly enhanced, relative to the effect of volum
changes.23,24 This is due in part to the effect a reduction
volume has on the ease of H-bond formation.25–27 Fluores-
cent lifetime measurements on PPG demonstrate directly
pressure reduces the concentration of H bonds in PP28

Since the number of hydrogen bonds in these materials
depends on molecular weight, quantifying the molecu
weight dependence of the degree to which temperature
volume govern the temperature dependence oft is of great
interest.

Herein we describe high pressure measurements of
specific volume, ionic conductivity and dielectri
a-relaxation in PG, and oligomers having two and three
peat units. From these results, together with published lite
ture on a higher molecular weight PPG,18 we show how sys-
tematic changes in the degree of hydrogen bond
influences the dynamics in the supercooled regime.

EXPERIMENT

Propylene glycol, dipropylene glycol, and tripropylen
glycol were obtained from Aldrich Chemical Compan
These materials have the chemical formu
H– (C3H6O)N– OH with N51, 2, and 3, respectively. To re
1 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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move absorbed moisture, immediately prior to all measu
ments, samples were maintained for 1 h at 125 C in anitro-
gen atmosphere.

Dielectric spectra were obtained using a parallel pl
geometry with an IMASS time domain dielectric analyz
(1024– 104 Hz) and a Novocontrol Alpha Analyze
(1022– 106 Hz). For measurements at elevated pressure,
sample was contained in a Manganin cell~Harwood Engi-
neering!, with pressure applied using an Enerpac hydrau
pump in combination with a pressure intensifier~Harwood
Engineering!. Pressures were measured with a Sensotec
sometric transducer (resolution5150 kPa). Temperature
control was at least60.1 K.

Pressure–volume–temperature~PVT! measurements
were carried out using a Gnomix instrument, a detailed
scription of which can be found elsewhere.29 Isobaric vol-
ume changes were measured during cooling at 0.5 deg
for pressures over the range from 10 to 200 MPa.

RESULTS

Representative spectra atT5238.3 K and various pres
sures are shown in Fig. 1. There is a prominent peak du
the a-relaxation, with the direct current~dc! conductivity
falling toward lower frequencies. In the spectra for the hig
est pressures, an extra contribution is evident in the h
frequency flank of thea-peak, due to the Johari–Goldste
secondary process.17 The relaxation times and conductivitie
extracted from the spectra measured at elevated pressur
shown in Fig. 2. The sensitivity to pressure systematica
increases with molecular size. This effect can be quanti
using the activation volume, defined asDVt

5RT(] ln t/]P)uP and DVs52RT(] ln s/]P)uP for the re-

FIG. 1. Dielectric loss spectra for PG dimer at 238.3 K and~from right to
left! P50.1, 75.2, 140.9, 225.6, 319.7, 427.3, 512.2, 561.1, 593.5, and 6
MPa. The dc conductivity can be observed on the low frequency side o
a-dispersion.
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laxation times and ionic conductivities, respectively. Sin
the curves in Fig. 2 are nonlinear,DV is calculated for the
limit of zero pressure. There is the customary decrease
activation volume with increasing temperature. We ma
comparisons among the three samples at respective tem
tures for which their relaxation times are equal, with t
results listed in Table I. The activation volume increases w
increasing molecular size, similar to results found for oth
glass formers in which structure was systematically var
and comparisons were made for fixed values oft.30,31For the
dimer and trimer, we also calculated the activation volu
for t510 s ~i.e., in proximity to the glass transition!, and in
both cases,DV is about equal to the molar volume, as se
for other materials.32,33

To describe the full pressure dependence of the re
ation times, various expressions have been proposed. T
utility is mainly for data interpolation. The results in Fig.
were fit to the empirical equation34

t~P!5t0 expS DP

P02PD ~1!

in which P0 and t0 are pressure independent, whileD is
independent of both pressure and temperature. An analo
expression can be applied to the conductivity data.

.4
e

FIG. 2. Pressure dependence of thea-relaxation times~upper panel! and
conductivity~lower panel! for PPG dimer~j! at 216.8, 225.6, and 238.4 K
and trimer ~m! at 223.5, 235.4, and 245.3 K. Also shown aret for the
monomer~.! at 216.7 K. The solid lines are fits to Eq.~1!.

TABLE I. Results for PG and PPG (P50.1 MPa).

N DVa ~ml/mol! Ta
b dTa /dP Kc ~GPa! 2at /aP

c

1 9.4 184.8 37 4.42 8.3
2 17.9 210.4 80 3.29 6.0
3 19.5 205.9 109 2.82 4.9

69 ¯ 209.6 192 2.73 2.0

aAt respective temperatures for whicht;1026 s.
bTemperature at whicht50.01 s atP50.1 MPa.
cAt Ta .
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Similar to the slowing down of the relaxation times wi
pressure, there is a decrease in the ionic conductivity~Fig.
2!. However, it is known that supercooling enhances tran
tional motions relative to reorientations.22 This gives rise to a
decoupling, characterized by an empirical power law35

stk5constant ~2!

in which k<1. Results are plotted in Fig. 3 for the thre
samples. Note that measurements obtained for different c
binations of temperature and pressure are indistinguisha
that is, the data superimpose. The decoupling constank
50.8460.02, is also equal, within the experimental error,
the three PPG.

From the data in Fig. 2 we can define a characteri
temperature,Ta , as the~pressure-dependent! temperature at
which the relaxation time equals an arbitrary value. For
electric spectroscopy, relatively short times are used to av
extrapolation, and given the limited range of the measu
ments for PG, herein we taket(Ta)50.01 s.Ta is about 13°
larger thanTg , with the latter defined ast(Tg)5100 s. The
results, shown in Fig. 4, are fitted to the equation16,36

Ta5aS 11
b

c
PD 1/b

. ~3!

For the dimer,a5210,b52.88, andc52630, while for the
trimer, a5206, b55.22, andc51890. Only two data were
obtained for the monomer, and thus Eq.~3! was not applied.
Ta is slightly higher forN52 than forN53, consistent with
previous literature.8 We ascribe this anomaly to the compe
ing effects of chain length and hydrogen bonding, the dim
having more H bonds per unit volume. Note that for meth
terminated PPG oligomers,9 which lack H bonding,Tg is
much lower than for the materials herein, but equal to

FIG. 3. Conductivity vsa-relaxation time for propylene glycol~,! at T
5216.7 K and 65,P (MPa),865, PPG dimer~h! at T5216.8, 225.6, and
238.4 K and 0.1,P (MPa),594, and PPG trimer~n! at T5223.5, 235.4,
and 245.3 K and 0.1,P (MPa),632. The power-law fits to the data~solid
lines! give k50.8460.02.
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glass transition temperature of hydroxyl-terminated PPG
very high molecular weight, for which H-bonding effects a
negligible.

Included in Fig. 4 are results for a higher molecul
weight PPG, obtained by reanalyzing published data.18 There
is a systematic increase in the pressure coefficient of
glass transition temperature with molecular weight~Table I!.
This parallels the variation of the activation volume wi
Mw , both effects reflecting a decreased degree of hydro
bonding.

In the inset to Fig. 4 are the fragilities,m, calculated for
t510 s, at different pressures for the dimer and trimer, a
at atmospheric pressure for PG. The values ofm at high
pressure were obtained from the relation20

m5
DV

R ln~10!
dT

dPU
t

, ~4!

whereR is the gas constant. Previous measurements at a
spheric pressure showed that with increasing molec
weight of the PPG,m decreases.8 However, the fragility in-
creases with pressure, ameliorating the effect ofN on m.

The increase ofm with increasing pressure for glycero
was ascribed to a decrease of hydrogen bonding,19 although
experimental data concerning the effect of pressure on
drogen bonding are somewhat contradictory.25–27,37For PPG,
there is no ambiguity about the decrease of H bonding w
increasingN. Moreover, when comparisons are made
equalt, higher pressure corresponds to higher temperat
which will also contribute to the loss of hydrogen bonds.

PVT measurements were carried out on the th
samples, with the results displayed in Figs. 5–7. These d
were fit to the Tait equation38

FIG. 4. Pressure dependence of the temperature at which thea-relaxation
time equals 0.01 s for PPG having the indicated degree of polymeriza
The inset shows the pressure dependence of the fragility calculated from
~4! for the dimer~j! and trimer~m!, along with the ambient pressure valu
for PG ~.!.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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V~T,P!5V~T,0!$120.0894 ln@11P/B~T!#%, ~5!

where the specific volume at zero pressure is

V~T!uP505n01n1T1n2T2 ~6!

and

B~T!5b0 exp~2b1T!. ~7!

FIG. 5. The specific volume measured at pressures equal to~from top to
bottom! 10, 30, 50, 80, 110, 150, and 200 MPa for PG. The inset shows
variation of the density measured isochronally att50.01 s~j! and isobari-
cally at P50.1 MPa~solid line!, from which the ratios in Fig. 5 were cal
culated.

FIG. 6. The specific volume measured at pressures equal to~from top to
bottom! 10, 30, 50, 90, 140, and 200 MPa for PPG dimer. The inset sh
the variation of the density measured isochronally att50.01 s ~j! and
isobarically atP50.1 MPa~solid line!, from which the ratios in Fig. 5 were
calculated.
Downloaded 12 Dec 2003 to 132.250.151.235. Redistribution subject to 
The obtained parameters are listed in Table II.
Using the fitted equation of state, the data in Fig. 2 c

be expressed as a function of the volume. Representa
results for the PPG dimer are shown in Fig. 8. The isobar
each isotherm yield different curves, since volume does
uniquely define the relaxation time. The greater steepnes
the t(V) curve for fixed pressure, as opposed to fixed te
perature, reflects the larger contribution of thermal energy
the dynamics. We can quantify the effect that volume a
thermal energy have on the relaxation time from the ratio
the thermal expansion coefficient at constant pressure,aP

5V21 (]V/]T)P , to that at constant relaxation time,at

5V21 (]V/]T)t .39 The expansion coefficients are dete
mined from the PVT results in combination with the data
Fig. 2. These data are shown in the insets to Figs. 5–7.
calculation is forP50.1 MPa and, to avoid extrapolation i
the analysis of the data for PG, fort50.01 s. ~Note that
calculating2at /aP for t51 s gives values of the ratio tha
are roughly 10% smaller.! As seen in Fig. 9,2at /aP varies
inversely with molecular weight of the PPG. This means t
thermal energy exerts a progressively weaker effect on
temperature dependence of the relaxation times with incr
ing N, due to a diminishing extent of H bonding. The large
value,2at /aP58.3 for N51, is intermediate to the ratio

e

s

FIG. 7. The specific volume measured at pressures equal to~from top to
bottom! 10, 30, 50, 90, 140, and 200 MPa for PPG trimer. The inset sho
the variation of the density measured isochronally att50.01 s ~j! and
isobarically atP50.1 MPa~solid line!, from which the ratios in Fig. 5 were
calculated.

TABLE II. Equation of state results.

N n0 ~ml/g! n1 ~ml/g C! n2 ~ml/g C2! b0 ~MPa! b1 ~C21!

1 0.910 6.0031024 1.45531026 221 5.9331023

2 0.901 6.7931024 1.33931026 184 6.0831023

3 0.742 6.7031024 0 114 6.76031023
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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reported for the polyalcohols glycerol39 and sorbitol,40 two
other strongly hydrogen-bonded liquids.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The decrease in hydrogen bonding with molecu
weight gives rise to systematic variations in properties~Table
I!. While ameliorating the increase inTg with chain length, a
decreased degree of H-bonding amplifies the pressure c
ficient of Tg . This is in accord with the finding that assoc

FIG. 8. The variation of the dielectrica-relaxation times of the PPG dime
with specific volume, for measurements as a function of temperatur
ambient pressure~s! and as a function of pressure at the indicated tempe
tures~j!.

FIG. 9. Ratio of the isochronic (t51022 s) and isobaric (P50.1 MPa)
thermal expansion coefficients~j! as a function of the degree of polyme
ization of the PPG.
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ated liquids exhibit smallerdTg /dP than are found for van
der Waals glass formers.41 Likewise, the influence of tem-
perature, relative to volume, ont(T) increases with the de
gree of hydrogen bonding. This trend, which appears to
quite general, reflects the opposite effect that changes in
ume and changes in temperature exert on the propensit
liquids for H-bond formation.24,31

A further consequence of H-bonding sensitivity to pre
sure is that as the degree of polymerization of the PPG
creases, the activation volume increases, since the hi
molecular weight PPG molecules are less H bonded. La
DV implies that molecular motions are more delocalized,
that we might expect concomitantly less resistance
changes in volumeper se; that is, a smaller bulk modulus,K.
Included in Table I are values ofK for Ta and P50.1 MPa
calculated from the PVT data. There is indeed a system
decrease inK with increasing activation volume. The gene
ality of such a relationship requires further exploration.

The slowing down of the dynamics upon approach toTg

in PPG is accompanied by a decoupling of thea-relaxation
time and the ionic conductivity. For a givenMw , the results
for different temperatures and pressures superimpose. M
over, the magnitude of the exponent relatingt and s, k
50.84, is invariant to molecular weight. These two resu
imply that the decoupling phenomenon is unaffected by
drogen bonding.
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